Auto Do Not Disturb Privacy Policy
What is Auto Do Not Disturb?
Auto Do Not Disturb is an android app available on the google play store that can silence your device
based upon the current time, your location, your currently connected wi-fi network and various
other factors.
What sensitive information does Auto Do Not Disturb access?
To function Auto Do Not Disturb might need to access the following information that is commonly
considered sensitive:
•

•
•

•

Your current location – The app will only request your current location when you have setup
profiles that activate based on your location, you can avoid this information being collected
simply by not having any such profiles setup.
Your currently connected Wi-Fi network and your network connection status – The app
receives this whilst installed on your device
Events on your calendar – The app is able to view the events on your calendar for the use of
activating profiles based on them, on more recent versions of android this information isn’t
given to the app unless you (the device user) have given the app permission to view this
information either via the settings page or via a prompt.
If and only if using the premium free trial then the app will try and obtain your device’s build
serial number, if it fails to find this then it will try and obtain your device’s android id and if
this fails to be found it will try and determine your device’s MAC address. Regardless of
whichever identifier is used, the app will hash (Generate a value irreversibly based upon it)
the value before using it.

Any other information beyond this accessed by the app is not commonly considered sensitive
information.
What does Auto Do Not Disturb do with your sensitive data?
Location – The app uses your current location to activate profiles you have created that have an
activation location specified. This location is not shared outside of the user’s device by the app.
Advertising – If the version of the app used contains adverts then these are provided by google. The
advert request to google asks for non-personalised advertisements only.
Wi-Fi Network – The app uses your current Wi-Fi network to activate profiles you have created that
activate depending on your device’s connected Wi-Fi connection. This information isn’t used
anywhere else and isn’t submitted to any third parties or websites.
Calendar Events – The app reads from (but does not write to) calendars configured on your android
device for the sole purpose of activating profiles you (the device user) have setup that activate based
on calendar events. This information isn’t used anywhere else and isn’t submitted to any third
parties or websites.
Device Identifier – If and only if using the premium free trial then the app will try and obtain your
device’s build serial number, if it fails to find this then it will try and obtain your device’s android id
and if this fails to be found it will try and determine your device’s MAC address. Regardless of which
identifier is found, the value is then hashed (Value generated irreversibly based upon it) and the
hash is then used to identify the device upon which the trial takes place to prevent a user from using
the free trial multiple times. For this purpose alone the hash is submitted to stormdev.org, it is not
shared with any other parties or used for any other purpose.

